November 10, 2011

Group 1 Investigations and Risk Management Consulting, LLC
2928 Via Asoleado
Alpine, CA 91901
CA LIC 25918
619-971-1918
Mr. Phil Sprague
President/CEO
Profiles Research Services, LLC
POB 880461
San Diego, CA 92168
RE: Field testing of the PTSSA system in Afghanistan.
Dear Mr. Sprague:
As you know during the time period from April through June 2011 you afforded me
the opportunity to field test and evaluate the PTSSA system in the Afghanistan
theater while I was under contract there as a Supervisory Special Agent with the
United States Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction (SIGAR). The
many security challenges facing coalition forces in that environment are a constant
presence and failures, specifically with regard to defective evaluation of local noncoalition personnel placed in positions of trust, are frequent and by design often
result in high profile and strategically tragic consequences. There is no way to
overemphasize the critical need to better evaluate the many local nationals used by
coalition forces and other government sponsored aid, reconstruction agencies, and
private companies for inherent security risk.
In my position with SIGAR I helped direct sensitive investigations and the expansion
of the agency throughout Afghanistan. I was thusly able to apply what I knew about
the PTSSA system specifically to this environment through many personal contacts,
interviews, and encounters over a wide spectrum of theater applications and
conditions. I conducted over 30 voluntary tests on a variety of willing personnel;
US, foreign advisory, and local nationals. Essentially the results were amazing and
truly demonstrated the general effectiveness of the PTSSA system in quickly
identifying individuals whose risk profile is outside the scope of their purported
intent. The potential benefits of a wide deployment of the PTSSA system in
Afghanistan are very clear. The systems user friendly design co-located with
composite language flexibility and voice over modifications targeted to blend with
the local culture would be a seamless addition to applicant procedures and an

unparalleled first step vetting of personnel for positions not only in Afghan law
enforcement and military agencies, but for those seeking employment with US and
counterpart coalition forces courting host nation nationals. As an investigative tool
the PTSSA system also has huge potential. Ease of deployment, use, and training
lend the system to rapid and immediate effect in various investigative scenarios
most prominently those involving direct counterinsurgency in the field.
In summary my opinion is the PTSSA system is an important alternative and
addition to the current personnel risk management profile and investigative
techniques in play in Afghanistan. Specifically and most urgently the deployment
and use of the system there would be a dramatic and practical component in
combating the kind of nefarious insurgent led infiltration operations against
coalition forces, contractors, and agencies that have claimed many lives over the
past 10 years. Thank you for the privilege of field-testing this system in Afghanistan
and I look forward to working with you again in the future.
Best regards

Alan Poleszak

Mr. Alan Poleszak: Qualifications Summary
Mr. Alan Poleszak is currently the Chief Executive Officer and owner of Group 1
Investigations and Risk Management Consulting; a licensed California LLC based
in San Diego ( http://www.group1irmc.com/ ). A former San Diego Police Officer,
retired from the United States (US) Department of Justice, Drug Enforcement
Administration (DEA) in December 2009 as a Special Agent Management
Executive with over 28 years of distinguished and decorated law enforcement
service vast experience in domestic and international criminal investigations and
risk management, military collaboration, inspections, and large scale integrity,
financial abuse, and fraud detection cases. Since forming Group 1 IRMC he has
consulted in various risk related specialties for prominent firms, high profile
persons, executives, and with the defense bar on select investigations. Recently
Mr. Poleszak was solicited and temporarily returned to US government service for
specific action under contract as a Supervisory Special Agent for the US Special
Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction (SIGAR) based in Kabul,
Afghanistan.
Further resume details and references are available upon request.

